EASTERN CAPE & TRANSKEI HIGHLIGHTS TOUR (6-day Tour)
Dates :

09 to 14 November 2021

Itinerary:

(Tour will take place with a minimum of 6 Guests)
(Tour is limited to only 14 Guests)

Day 1: Tuesday.
-Depart from Port Elizabeth Airport to Addo Elephant National Park.
-Stay overnight in the national park in lovely forest huts. (3-star)
-Depart late afternoon on a sunset game drive with a snack and drink included.
-Dinner and free time at Cattle Baron restaurant in die National Park.

Day 2: Wednesday.
-Morning breakfast and checkout followed by a self-gamedrive with your guide.
-After a wonderful visit to Addo Elephant National Park we move east through the province and stop at Nanaga for a breuk.
-Onwards to the coastal town of Port Alfred and enjoy a river cruise on the Kowie river.
-After the cruise we depart to the city of East London and we visit the East London Museum.
-We stay overnight at the beautiful Blue Lagoon Hotel (4-star) that is located right next to the ocean.
-Free time and dinner at Blue Lagoon.

Day 3: Thursday.
-Breakfast & checkout.
-We depart to Coffee Bay. We make a stop a the Great Kei river for a break.
-After traveling through the Transkei we arrive the afternoon in Coffee Bay. We enjoy two nights stay at Ocean View Hotel
(3-star) that is located next to the prestine beach of Coffee Bay.
-For dinner tonight we depart to Papazelas for there unbelievable good pizza’s and beautiful views.

Day 4:Friday.
-Breakfast.
-After breakfast we depart to the famous ‘Hole in the Wall’ with free time to enjoy this iconic Natural Landmark of the
Transkei. We follow a short walk to the spot.
-Afternoon lunch/drinks at The Hole in the Wall hotel.
-On our arrival back to the hotel there is free time to enjoy the last afternoon of Coffee Bay.
-Dinner at the hotel.

Day 5: Saturday.
-Breakfast & checkout.
-We depart to the spectacular mountain village of Hogsback. (Stop at the Kei rivier for a break)
-Afternoon arrival in Hogsback with free time to relax and enjoy the art town of Hogsback.
-Overnight at The Edge Mountain Retreat (3-star)
-Dinner at Hogsback.

Day 6: Sunday.
-Breakfast & checkout.
-We depart to Grahamstown and visit the interesting Observatory Museum that explain more about the diamond history
of South Africa.
-From Grahamstown we depart back to Port Elizabeth and visit the jetty in Summerstand with free time.
-Afternoon we depart to arranged accommodation or Port Elizabeth Airport for flight to Johannesburg or Cape Town.
-END OF TOUR.

COSTS:
R8 500 per person sharing (with a group between 9 and 14 passangers)
(single room costs at R1550 extra)

Included in tour package:
-Breafast + bottel water per persoon per day + hand sanitizer.
-Luxury mini-bus/bus transport with Aircon.
-certified guide/driver.
-all activities.
-all transport included.
-3/4 star accommodation.
Not included in tour package:
-lunch/drinks
-dinner/drinks
-flighs to/from Port Elizabeth

